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ABSTRACT

Community organization is increa.singly advocated as. a p.ol;i.tical strategy
to increase the long-term group strength of the relatively powerless
without the instability and dependence on third parties inherent in pro
test tactics. Approaching community· organizations iIi terms of the inc.en....
tives offered consti.tuents to join and remain· affiliated, this paper
assesses their prospects and limitations.· The problems of community
organization are conceived as stemming from the:need to develop resources
to overcome tIle cost of membership and. to sustain membership .loyalty. We
conclude that despite the promise' of community organization to minimize
dependence on exogenous forces, this strategy remains· considerably
restrained by the need to seek resources from the outside.

The paper is based on the authors' research into a variety of housing
orien~ed community organizations. Followi~g an a.nalysis of problems of
initiating and maiuta.ining community organizations , the authors suggest
a framework ·for analyzing the relationship between the probabilities
of success 'and the nature of .issues around which community organizations

,develop. Housing as an issue is then assessed in terms of,differentcom
munityorganization orientations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Community organizin~ is advocat~d by social workers, anti-poverty

personnel, st'udents, militants ,ideologues "black capitalists, and busi-

nessmen' sassociations as' a response to the problems of groups which

have been cha~acterized as non-participants in American pol~tics. It

is seen as a way to increase individual mobility, foster self-respect,

and acquire the resources of power., It ·isregarded as a critical polit-

1
ical activity for the relatively powerless and for the relatively poor.

This paper is a,n attempt to analyze. the process of community orga-

nization within the American political system. The. discussion focuses

on ,th~ incentives to membership that community-organizations must dis-

pense to get star.ted and, to sustain themselves. It -concentrates on the

constraints on community organizations deriving,from the, scarcity of

2 '
resources among relatively -p0'tVerless groups, the J;leed to, rely on out-

side agencies' in ,developing incentives .for m~mbers, and the conflict

between maintenance and goal attaiJ;lment strategies~ It provides a theo-

retical perspective on commllnityorganization asa political resource,

and suggests a framework for evaluating the probabilities of successfully

building a community organization and attaining objectives. We conclllde

that the dilemma of community organizations .is that they often must trade

for the capacity to initiate and maintain, the organization, independenc~

in,actio.n and the creation of goals~
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Community organization is a mode of political' action undertaken to

increase the probabilities of concerted action on relatively specific

goals by mobilizing a constituency from among a group identified with a

t ' 1 1 l' d d h h l' h ., 3par lCU ar, oca lty an presume to s are ot er sa lent c aracterlstlCS.

If city politics may be conceived as a bargaining arena, ,the basic prob-

lem of relatively powerless groups is that of exclusion from the bar

4gaining arena because they have nothing to trade. Whether denied oppor-

tunity or effectively opposed in efforts to secure such resources, these

groups have minimal standing in the political markc:t place. In a previ-

ous analysis, one of the authors concluded that, the difficulties encouu';"

tered by protest leaders in m,anagingdive'rse constituencies suggested

the inherent weaknesses of protest as a political resource.
5

Yet pro-

test is nqt the only way, in which relatively powerless groups may seek

to increase their standing i~ the hypothetical bargaining arena. They

may also attempt to enlarge their active membership and develop cohe-

sion, to increase, the' stability, persistence, and standing,o.f the group.

If long-run success depends' upon the acquisition of. stable political

resources, then relatively ,powerless groups must develop, their own orga-

nizations.,

Like, other organizations , conununi ty organizations seek to increase

or stabilize membership, consolidate loyalty, and mi:dritain themselves.

But the focus here is on relatively powerless groups. Many organizations

conunonly referred to as "conununity organizations'" already possess the

necessary resources to enter the hypothetical bargain,ing arena. Such

organizations are not community organizations, as we use the term,6 if

they already conunand sufficient political resources to compete politically~
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StraEeglc o-i-gin:L,zational, 2lifferen'ces 'may 'exist-am-ong -groups occupying

varying places on the spectrum of power, and this distinction directs

attention to them.

In describing conununity organization as concerned with increasing,

the' probability of concerted action on relatively specific .goals, we

seek to restrict attention to those groups ,which attempt to define goals

clearly ,and who organize for tangible rewards. This excludes from

analysis important political activities such as the development of black

consciousness" which has facilitated the growth of community organization

but which itself is a mov.ement. without relatively specific goals.

To facilitate discussion and narxow the range of issues, we will

focus primarily on community organizing in housing. We have chosen

this area for three reasons: I)1any conununity organ,izat,ions concentrate

on housing problems; housing illustrations display analytic similarity;

and problems, of housing present important substantive questions in

their own right! While we hope to illuminate the effectiveness of com

munity organization as ~ means to specific goal attainment, we also need

to know about the relationship between issue areas and specific organi

zational.problems. In Section IV we evalu'ate the suitability of housing

as a community organization issue.

The study of conununity organizations shOUld also speak to some gen

eral conceptions of American politics. The "normal American political

process, ". Robert D,ahl has stated, is "one in which there is a high prob

ability ,that anact·ive and legitimate. group ,in the population can make

itself heard effectively at some crucial stage in the.process of deci;"

sion."
7

Although clearly ,as Dahl wrote, this "does not mean that every
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patterns of inequality that,nonetheless may exist., Ignoring for the'

moment the different ways, in which groups may b,e "heard ,',S we may here

raise a prior question conc~rning the probabilities of groups becoming

act:ive. In discussing factors ;whi,ch have previously gone unexamined

inpluralis~ writings, we may be ,able partially to account for the fail-

ure of pluralist theory to anticipate both t1:).e turmoil of the 1960' s

and the continued .fragmentation of insurgent groups. The study of com-

munity organization may address these concerns by the following ques-

tions. To what' extent, are relatively poweriessgroups comprised of

individuals who are prepared to join politically oriented organizations?

To what extent do relatively powerless groups hav~ access to the resources

on which concerted action in, part depends? To what extent are relatively

powerless groups,once organized, able to pursue group, goals with inde-

'-
pendence? ,The answers to these, questions should contribute to the con-

tinuing enterprise of describing the, structure of inequality in the

American political system.

II., CREATING ORGANIZATION ,

The development of politically oriented, organization for any group

is' likely to be a ,function of at least ,two primary interrelated .factors:

the attractiveness t,o constituents ,of political activity and specific

organizations, ,and the resources initially conunanded. The following

discussion is intended both ,to account ,for some of the, difficulties in

organizin'g low-income and minority groups , and to identify critical

variables in the creation ofa conununity organization.
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Political as-tivity generally involves costs to those who choose to

become involved. Those costs may consist:: of time, bureaucratic irrita-

tions ,'and monetary cont,ributions. For many" the benefits of perfor-

ming one' scivi,c duty or· influencing electi,ons and public policy out-

weigh the costs of particip,ation. For many others, who are without

preferences in elections and referenda, are unrepresented by available

candidates, or are convinced, ,that their, interests are unlikely to pre-

vail regardless of the energies they expend, the costs of participation

may outweigh the calculated benefits}

Cost/benefit calculations of, politic'al participation have recently

been employed to help explain variations in rates of voting;:LO

lar calculations have been proposed in the study of organizations.'

Chester Barnard, in his classic work, noted:

The contributions of personal efforts which constitute
the energies of organizations are yielded by individuals
becaus,e of incentives. The egotistical motives of self
preservation and ofself-satisfactiQn 'are dominating
forces; on ,the whole, organizations ca:p. exist only'
when consiste:p.t with the ,satisfaction of these motives,
unless, alternatively, they ,can change these motives .11

Such considerations are consistent with the focus by organizational

12
theorists on the inducements necessary to recruit and retain members.

While this approach is equally useful in accounting for some of

the difficulties experienced by 'community organization, traditional

organizational theory is not fully applicable to groups whose members

have been characteriz,ed in the past as nonparticipants. Where organi-

zational theorists focus on variations in the nature of,incentives,

we focus as well 0nthe constraints in obtaining those incentives.

Where students of social movements s,tart with the assumption that
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and organizational goals, we focus as well on the problems of developing

such cong'ruencein an environment chara~terized by' cynicism toward orga:-

. . I . I 13n1zat10na potent1a. Where theorists. observe the routinizatioIl and,

accommodation of ,"movement organizations" overtime as leadership

becomes entrenched, we focus as well on accommodations that occur prior

to the full development of commuIlity organizations.
14

The behavior of organizations of the relativ~ly powerless maybe

explained by analyzing both the costs and benefits upon, which members

may be understood to assess the invitation to join and participate with

intensity,and the scarcity ,of inducements and resources necessary to

attract, sustain"and increase the cohesion of membership. ,Community,

organizations, whose constituents have consistently experienced fail-

ures in political efforts, have comparatively greater need and fewer

resources or incentives than .organizations which recruit from other

strata in the society. The necessary incentives, and the resources

upon which they depend, must be developed,usually in interaction with

competitors and other participants in the political process.

The less the dependence ,on ,outside interactions, the greater the

competition ,community organizations encounter in,attractiI).g members.

Although community organizations may provide social benefits, this kind

of rewa:r;d to participants is also available elsewhere.< Apolitical orga-

nizations, and informal associations of innumerable kinds, may provide

the saIlie social benefits. At the othe,r end, of the sc'a;!.e, politically

oriented community' organizations may monopolize communi ty incentives

based upon securing tangible group henefits, but these ,are difficult to

obtain.
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In attracting membership, community organizatioIls, ,like other orga-

nizations, must' provide incentives to erode resistance to membership.

However, they encounter the following additional barriers because of

the ,circumstances of potential constituents,.

1. If constituents are to be convinced of the possibility of bene-

fits, community organizations must demonstrate an ability to overcome a

history of past, failures • Relatively powerless groups h.ave developed a

cynicism toward community organizations. Promises _to obtilin reforms in

the past may have been thwarted by leaders primarily interested in self-

aggrandizement, or by~he ,inherent difficulties' in obtaining significant

reforms, challenging opposing and, antagonistic interests, or acquiring

necess~ry organi~ational resources. Such resources inclu~e money,

skilled leaders ,and technical assistance as well' as active members.

The poverty of ,finances and of experience among the relatively powerless

makes it diffi,cult to locate such resources. ' Scarcity of constituents'

time compounds the difficulty. Community organizati~:mal activ:ity is

difficult to sustain after an exhausting workday. When the ,labor is ,

physical, as it usually is for, the workingp,oor, when a, secon,d Job must,

be carried, or ,the, attraction of leisure time too compelling after a

hard day's work, the need to compensate leaders and act.iveconstit.uents

in some way becomes correspondingly clear. Moreover, some tasks, par-

ticularly those dealing with public agencies and organizations with

which interaction is necessary, require nine-to-five schedules. These

may not be performed by people with daytime jobs. ,Nor can constituents

with daytime jobs attend meetings during this period. Thus community

organizers must conduct some business during the ,day, and then put in,
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an equal amount of time at night at meetings. (Night organizational

meetings exclude those who work at night, a factor having a greater

impact on lower than on middle class organizations.)

2 ~ The sanctions that may be imposed on members by forces outside

the community organization may represent significant anticipated costs

in a calculus where benefits. are consid.ered unlikely and remote. The

murder of civil rights workers in the South may seem an extreme instance,

but violent police repression of black militants is 'a current, highly

visible illustration of the implications of an insurgentsta,nce.

While members of most housing action groups .and tenants' councils

may not have to fear physical harm, they often must live in fear of

losing their homes.' Examples ,proliferate of evictions and rent raises

.. d df· .15
~n react~on to eman s or ~mprovements. ' The fact that legislation

and the courts serve the interests of the landlord toa greater extent,

than the tenants adds support to the poor tenants' fear of sanctions

for which. he has no protection or recourse.
16

3. It is important to, examine the marginal effects ofparticipa-

tion on anticipated rewards. In ,regard to voting , for example ,Robert

Dahl among others has stated. clearly the dilemma of the marginal con-

tributor.

Nearly every adult in an American community has at least
one resource at his disposal: his vote. Yet, for any
particular individual the argument is logically unassail- '
able that except in the most unusual circumstances where
his preferred candidate ties for first place or loses by
one vote, his vote won't count and thus his priyat~ deci~

sion not, to go to the polls will not, if he keeps the
decision to himself, influence the outcome.17 '

Mancur Olson has thoroughly explored this d,ilemma for the purposes

of explaining incentives to group membership. IS He points out that

often it is not rational (in the economist's sense) for,individuals to
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that the costs of participation in time, energy or money'are often

considerable and always greater than zero, while the collective bene-

fits won by the group will become available to the potential. member

whether or not he joins the organization.' Thus a tenant may refuse to

join a .rent s.trike because he wqnts. to avoid dues, meetings, and the

threat of eviction, and because he knows he will bene·fit anyway from

improvements in buiLding conditions the landlord is forced to make.

Thus a public housing occupant may refuse to j Qin ·a tenants' organiza-

tion because he does not want to be branded a troublemaker, and knows

that he will be able to resort to the grievance machinery established

by the tenants ' organiza:tion .if it is successful.

In an aj::tempt toovercoine this difficulty, connnunity organizations

may make incentives "'selective' so that those who do not join the orga-

nization • • • or in other ways contribute to the .attainment of the .

group's interest can be treated differently from those 'Who do.,,19 To'

some extent this was the case with rent strikes iIi New York City, in

a jurisdiction. where rent reductions were available to individual ten-

h h 1 . . ff' . 1 h . 1 20ants troug. egJ.tJ.mate oJ.cJ.a c anne s. .

Welfare Rights Organization avoided this dilennna by .showing welfar,e

clients how to obtain individual supplementary benefits. 21

Other kinds .of selective incentiyes community organizations may

offer are modest payments and peer approval of active participants and

the negative inducements of social ostracism and sanctions against those

who fail to join. Another way community organizations maybe able to

overcome the ¢iilennna of collective benefits is by promoting .the functional

I
I

___________________._J
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equivalent o,f the sense of civic responsibility which appears to moti--,

vate a majority of electoral participants in the United States. In

this regard black power and other ethnically oriented movements maybe

appreciated for their contribution to community organization efforts.

4~ Elimination of some .of the costs' of participation may not in

itself be sufficient to o,vercome long established attitudes. At times

relatively powerless groups appear intractably opposed ,to orgaJ;lizational

efforts. ,Among the reasons for this ,three are particularly importan~.

First, politically. 'oriented organizations ,are difficult to initiate

regardlesi of the i?come or social status of the community. Not oJ;lly'

do relatively few people belong to voluntary associations, generally, 22

but those .organizations that do exist 1
1probably function more as enter-

tainment, and leisure time activities than as serious mechanisms for

attaining one's 'central life, goals. ,,23 The cynicism ,of relatively

powerless groups concerning the efficacy of political activity,. when

combined with general lack of interest in voluntary associations, pres-

ents formidable obstacles to org;:mization.

Second,relativelysmall variations in the cost.s and benefits of,

political activity maybe insufficientt.o overcome the specter of the

continued. opposition of antagonistic forces. This consideration may

explain the reluctance of individuals to test. newly proclaimed '!rights"

after changes in ,civil rights laws have been enacted. A lifetime of

political avoidance is not transcended in a day with the passage of

legislation or the establishment of an organization with political

ambitions.

Third, their, disinclination toward politics may have culturalx90ts:

The phenomenon of "apathy" asa lower .class life style has often been

remarked upon. Lee Rainwater, for example, has written:
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The most. pervasive fact about. lower-class people as
organization.al participants is that they are not
socialized either within .the family or in their out
side lives to work towards the solution of their
problems on the basisQf organization.24

Occapionally the apathy of the lower clas.ses has been .related to

the same costs and benefits analysis tha,t 'we have employed above.

Although Edwarq. Banfield ascribes the dearth of lower. class efforts

directed tow,ard ameliorating problems to a class culture, he acknowl-

edges that the situation may make investment in the future "impossible

. 25
or unprofitable.", The cumulative impact of a history of unfavorable

costs in a calculus of political involvement may pe conducive to the

development .of cultural norms which mitigate against political

involvement~

IIL MAINTAINING ORGANIZATION

Whatever the initial problems community organizations encounter

deriving from widespread cynicism .toward, organization and the absence

of necessary resources, they experience additional difficu~ties in

attempting to maintain organization ,and consolidate gains. In this

section, we will discuss two problems of leadership development and

the consequences of the, scarcity. of incentives to maintain membership.

loyalties.

A. Leadership DeveZopment

One set of difficulties' involved in maintaining community organi-

zations once barriers. to formation have been overcome revolves around
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problems of leadership development. Community organizations t often

founded by one or a few individuals, soon may encounter problems if

they become dependent on these people.

Community organizers may create animosities; within the organiza-

tion t or an,tagoniZethe local leadership in whOse behalf they have been

working. They may be committed to organi~ational activities for only

relatively

" 26) ,
n~zers t

short periods (as has been, the ,case with most student orga-

may have career ambitions which can only be fulfilled by'

27
changing jobs t ,or may contract battle fatigue and "burn themselves out."

Some of the factors which may account for the "burning out" of conununity

organizers are endemic to the job. It is difficult ,and exhausting to

be the political man at all times. Yet community organizers must be

on call "around the clo,ck" if they are to continue to receive community

support. This particularly may b,e the case where organizers mus,t sub-

stitute energy and time to accomplish tasks that other groups can accom~

plish with moneYtstatust or other available resources. When, the orga-

nization does not fulfill an individual's career ambitions and when,

1 d · 1 f h 28 h "eaders ,are, regard,e suspicious y, or t eir very, success t' ,t e stra~n

is particularly heavy. The model .of ,the urban political machine t com-

mended for its apparent contributions to the welfare of relatively low

" b "d t 29 1 b 'd d f"t t t" d"~ncome ur an res~ en St maya so e commen e or ~ s sys ema ~c ~s-

pensation of rewards to ward bosses t inducing ongoin,g commitment thrqugh

monetary t status and power benefits such as few community organizations

30 '
are able to mobilize~

The ,costs to organizations of dependence on a single individual or

set of individuals are also illustrated by the often unmanageable
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variety of tasks community organizers are required to perform. Orga-

nizers often must attend, an 'unending series of meetings w,ith constitu-

ents in order to lend support to recruitmentefforts. They, must also

try to manipulate the press, coordinate, with leaders of allied organi~

zations, raise money and solicit support from various groups,' and nego-

. h h f" 1 ff 31tlate, or t re.aten t e targets 0 organlzatlona. e orts. These time

cOJ;lsumingconcerns are not easily delegated. 'Initia11y,community

organizations are publicly associat?d with the names ·of the chief

spokesman. They are conceiyed by cons.tituents and outsiders alike as

personal organs for which, only the publicly recognized leaders can

speak authoritatively.

Because of the costs .-of dependence on the organizer, the deve10p-

ment of indigenous. leadership is critical. For the following additional

reasons , it is even regarded by some as a prerequisite to successful

, ,,32
communlty, organlzatlon.

The capacity ·to lead in poor commt,lUi ties .is unrelated to formal .or

legal positions of authority. In every community, real leaders' exist

whose skills may be put to work for the community' in a more systematic

f h ' - 33as lon,.

Leaders whose status is ,the same as constituents' are more likely

to have the confidence ,of connnunityreside:-nts, to communicate easily ,

and tobe trusted~34

The development of a leadership cadre is critical to organizational

vitality.. Organizations without, a flow of 1eadersh~p recruits wil·1

1 'f 35ca el Y.

Whatever the,. costs of dependence ,on organizers, 'and howeve:r desir-.

able the development of indigenous leadership" the costs of developing
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,- -'leadership maiali3o'be cpiitehigh:-Apar-trcular -st-r.!:1iri~ whfch'ni"any-com

munity organizations must experience in developing leadership, revolves

around the structure of the organization.· Pro~edures hasedupondemo

cratic models must be established for electing leaders, providing con.,.

stituents with a sense. of influence in organizational affairs, and

legitimizing leadership arrangements while at the same time placating

dissident but not wholly alienated factions. Long meetings , obedience

to parliamentary rules, and general deference to the views of all mem

bers are the wages of leadership development in these cases. At times

it may be desirable to develop modest tasks·inorder :tpprovide

developing leaders with responsibilities. , Yet this may drain away

valuable resources and make the incipient leader feel that he has been

shunted aside. Community organizers often must defer temptation to

shortcut these developments, although they may know their costs in

advance and be .impatient over delays in work on substantive programs.

Organizations which seek to develop .leadership from the ranks .and

avoid overdependenceon a few individuals must be prepared to endure

the inefficiencie~, and mistakes which will accompany such efforts. 'Con

siderableintra-organizational .tensions ·can develop. when unskilled peo

ple accomplish relatively poorly and over a longer time period what a

skilled organizer might accomplish successfully and with greater dis-,

pat'ch. The organizer's ever-pres.ent conflicts are deciding whether or

not to write .the leaflet, attend the meeting, plan the rally and take

primary .responsibility for negotiating .the contract, or to delegate

responsibility to less experienced persons.

Community organizations must also resolve conflicts between the

expressed goal€3 and values of constituents or new leaders and those of
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the organizers. Originally, goals may be proj ected which are either

acceptable to constituents or such that ,the Gons,tituents may be easily

educated to their validity. ,But the organizer may believe that such

aims, a1thoughinit'ially necessary, are insignificant or not ,appropri,:",

ate from his ideological perspective. Saul Alinsky resolves the

dilemma with a militant disinterest in goals per se and a militant con-

cern for developing community power so that the group can pursue its

own goals. Some critics have split .with him over this approach, since

it appears to condone and strengthen th.e racism that may exist in

• '. 36some commun~t~es.

Differences between organizers, leaders" and constituents are

rare1Y,reducib1e to such clear conflicts. More typical may be the

community organization whose timid membership or leaders favor tactics,

which the more experienced organizer considers ineffectual. Constitu-

ents may seek the most, modest of goals when the organizer knows that

such goals are not readily obtained ,when accompanied by equally modest

rhetoric. Organizers who a,ccommodate constituents' preferences too

often risk losing opportuniti~s to educate them on organizational

techniques.

B. DeveZopment of Incentives

,
For community organizations, thedeve:r.opment of incentiv,esto

increase and maintain membership, requires strategies that may direct

organizations toward goals and tactics they might not otherwise have

favored. As suggested ,in the following paragraphs, the sc'arcity, of
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resources makes such or-ganizaEiolis partIcularly vulnerabre'to i,ncen

tives which compromise the organization's independence.

1. The nee4for quick victories. One of the first commandments

of most community organizers is .to demonstrate the organization' scapac

ity to succeedbyidentifyi,ng a vulnerable target) pursuing a strategy

designed to obtain a relatively quick and impressive victory) and secur

ing tangible rewards. In theory this demonstration will not tax· the

long term capacity of the organization to sustain itself and may succeed

in overcoming long standing doubts that political activity can payoff.

But ther.e are costs attached. to such .a strategy. Failure to win may

welL confirm the cynicism of the potential membership toward the orga-

nization.

The need for quick victories often forces community organizations

to define goals and targets in terms of tangible rewards that they can

easily obtain. While this pragmatism may be commended in attracting

or retaining membership:, it may not be directed toward targets and

goals coni3idered ultimately important byorganiz~rsor constituents.

Communi ty organizations may later flounder when selected targets are

recognized as inappropriate or -selected goals as. relatively unimportant.

This is the case .when public officials are selected for attack, and an

inspector is sent. to the building in response. Yet the landlord, who

remains ultimately responsible, may not make the demanded repairs.

Even when goals continue to be recognized as important and targets

as appropriate) the compromises involved in 'winning often make the

victory .trivial. When deference is paid to the high price of some

repairs in the hopes that. the reasonableness of the "tailored" demands

will result in compliance, comp'liance may come but with little change
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in the condition of the str~cture. Similarly, recognition of the

"expertise" of a public housi:p.g manager 'in one area so that he will be

encouraged to .give up some of his authority in another limits the

protean tenants' council to far less than a full voice in management

policy. An initially strong organization might be able to resist early,

ultimately defeat:ing compromise of this sort.

The vetoing .of public policy is another way that: community organi-

zations can attempt to obtain quick victories and is considerably

easier than .securing positive policy changes., Even for. community orga~

nizationswhich have succeeded in gaining legitimacy and recognition,

among policymakers·, it is easier to veto than to influence policy posi-

tively•. Community organizations often.do not have the foresight or

ability to follow up successful opposition to policy proposals with

detailed alternatives. Yet retarding one plan without influencing the

alternatives may be self-defeating and injure the capacity of organi-

zation~ to continue to attract constituents.

2. The weight of winning. Ironically, community organizations

may incur significant costs even when·they succeed. For .the sake of

what turn out to be symbolic or minor tangible gains, they may .take

on major responsibilities or effectively ,limit their independence.

Unexpected responsibilities may overwhelm the yO)Jng group or tie up

its few resources in an impossible venture. A tenant union may gain

exclusive bargaining status for all tenants in buildings managed by

the capitulating agency. It thus may be forced to attempt organizing.

the previously uninyolved in order to c,onsolidate gains. When a ten-

ants' council is presented an opportunity to manage the ,buildings
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aboilt which it complained, it may find it difficult to reject the offer

and must endure tasks of apartment house administration for which. it

was not originally established. 37 Although such activities may blunt

the capacity of the organization ',s leaders to expand, the constituency

beyond its, narrow base, those who are already active may seize the'

opportunity to take responsibilities offered and consolidate gains.

But the gains themselves turn ,out tobe more cost than benefits.' A

young tenants' council has neither the money nor the trained manpower

to make the necessary building improvements, and thus may become the

"slumlord" in the eyes, of tenants.

To the extent ,that victories require connnunity organizat,ions to

divert scarce resources to bureaucratic, needs, there is at times a

contradiction in Alinsky's injunction to involve protean community

organizations in constant struggle, and his prescription for demon-

t t ' h ff' f ., 38. Th . " 'h's ra ~ng ,t e e ~cacy 0 organ~zat~ons. ' ese v~ctor~es,soug t ~n

the name, of constituency expansion, may alter or place limits on orga-

nizational ambition. Organizations may turn their attention to the

details of administratio.n and, planning and ,the accominodationof con-

stituent13' material interests ,and away from evaluation and criticism.

Such responsibility may contribute to organizational maintenance and

growth through the' provision of jobs, .training, new positions of status

and authority , and, the concrete benefit,s resulting from good management

or a good plan. .But the .connnunity organization ,may no longer struggle

for power or demand new spheres of influence. It may become devoted

to service and to the creation of .opportunity rather than. to political
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bargaining. These developments mayor may not. be acceptable to cdm~

munityorganizers, but their consequences surely should be considered.

A variation of the theme of the liabilities of success is provided

by the recent, questionable victories obtained by th~ rent· strikers in

St L · bl' h . 39~ OU1S 'pu lC ouslng. Here the victory may have been largely

symbolic. With maintenance costs increasing,. repair costs acc,elerating

in older buildings, federal public housing subsidies fro.zen, and vacancy

rates rising, the Public Housing Authority in St. Louis'has. vested

authority with a tenants' board. Yet it is uncertain whether the eco,...

nomics of public housing permit successful operation at current inade-

quate levels of government subsidy, particularly where deterioration of

projects has been permitted to advance markedly. The dilemma of the

tenants' organizat~on·was undoubtedly a troubling one: . accept respon,...

sibil:j..ty for the operation of the houses· or continue demanding reforms

under the old regime. At this point no one can say with certainty if

the tenants were wise in accepting responsibi.lity for buildings and

assuming the inheritance, of neglect~epresentedby public housing in

St. Louis.' We can, however, point out tha~ victory for community orga-

niz~tions may prove hollow when symbolic or substantive victories are

not accompanied by sufficient resources to permit realization of success

over time.

3. The need for tactics in whichconstitue.nts wiU engage. It is

often alleged that successful community organization must he related to

issues in which people have a stake. But the very salien.ce of an issue

may also account for theunwillingness.of many people to jeopardize what

they already have. 'J:he rent strike movement in New York,for example,

prospered precisely because people were willing to become involved in
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organizations directed toward the quality of housing, yet the tactics

in which they :were asked to' engage consisted of using <::urr.ently avail-

able judicial and administrative routines to harass landlords and press

h · l' . h h' P 1 d . d . k . . 40 't e~r c a~ms w~t t e c~ty. eop e ~,notwant to ,r~s ev~ct~on. '

The "bureaucratic," low-risk nature of the tactics may have been a

Q 41
weakness of the rent strikes ,p's some have argued. ' But it was also

clearly their strength.

Similar conclusions may be drawn from observing the efforts of

the National Welfare Right ,Organization to persuade welfare recipients

to spend their rent checks on other necessities to dramatize the inade

42
quacies of present allotments. This tactic was abandoned when it

became clear that however dedicated to the organization and its broad

goals, welfare clients would not risk eviction by participating in rent

withholding. Significantly, the most successful \-lelf,are Rights tactics

have been those which have inundated the bureaus with thousands of

requests for supplementary benefits. ' This tactic permitted the orga-

nizationto oppose and inconvenience the system, and at the same time

not jeopardize the welfare or housing status of participants. By sub-

sequently eliminating the supplementary grant program, and distributing

these budgeted funds among all welfare re'cipients as "bloc grqnts,"

the welfare administrations of New York City, Massachusetts,. and other

jurisdictions have significantly 'reduced the capacity of the welfare

rights movement to organize against the system while working within it.
43

Cloward and Piven correc~ly,point out that orir;=nting organizational

tactics toward bureaucratic, .currently acceptable channels may submerge

the organization in a morass of details from which ,it cannot ,extricate
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.,. 44., d
itself. Yet' conuntinity .organizatiorisare -n6t Ie ·bTiriary 'to- such

taq.tics •. They emerge .from organizational needs to orient tactics

toward those activities in which constituents will participate. This

is the cost of overcoming resistance to participatioti, and of plan-

ning organizational participation which will not be priced out of the

market in. the constituent's political accounting.

4. Shifts in goal orientations~ We have already suggested that

the more tangible the goals, the more li~ely are constituents to be

attracted to conununity organizations ~ But as the difficulties of

gaining tangible goals increase, the relative desirability of pro-

jecting other goal orientations may also increase. Objectives such

as heightened self-respect, black consciousness, or restructuring the

economic system may become more attractive as the probabilities of

attaining tangible. rewards become clearer. In some cases, organizers

may have initially withheld expression of' such aims until constituents

had been attracted to the organization~ In other cases, they may have

been developed later· to justify the enterprise when. there appeared to

be little chance ·of success i.n achieving the original objectives. The

organizers may .emphasize. or reemphasize other aims to r.ationalize how

little they have accomplished.

Two orientations conununity organizations may ~dopt, are discussed

in the ·following paragraphs. These orientations to some degree coexist

in most community organizations~ While we have not discussed them

extensively in this paper, we d'o not mean . to imply that they are

adopted primarily to rationali·zefailure, although this may sometimes

be the case. Rather,.~e seek to highlight the increased appeaL of

such orientations when the search for tangible rewards is thwarted.
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A. Community organization as therapy. Community organiza-

tion is sometimes undertaken as a way to increase constituepts' self-

respect and foster upward mobil~ty. The organization, and a member's

place in it,are seen both as a source of pride in accomplishment and

as a training ground·in skills and attitudes useful for employment. 45

In some cases this may. lead to accusations of ignoring th~ real con-

straints on the relatively powerless. The West Side Organization, as

described by William Ellis, provides an example of a community orga-

nization which emphasizes therapeutic aims. Its leaders see, "social

change as the reconstruction ·of individuals--as the reconstruction of

their yiews of themselves.,,46

B. Community organization as political education. Other

community, organizations either out of an ideology br experience see

the struggle for political power to be a long, hard one, which will

not be won by'exclusively focusing on proximate targ~ts. Thus they

see their role as educating· constituents to the nature of the political

and .economic system and preparing them for the .possible part they might

1 . h" h 47p ay In c anglng. t at system.

5. Demonstrations of strength. Community organizations must con-

stantly .demonstrate their. strength both for the membership they seek to

inspire and for the. skeptical audience from whom they must se~k member-

ship incentives. Unlike many middle class organizations·, community

organizations must· continually show that they have acquired membership

loyalties and can act effectively. Thus they'often must pursue a

"quick victories" strategy not only to gain and sust.ain membership,

but also to continue to enjoy the respect, status, or fear without

which they cannot generate supportive incentives. '
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Community organizations are vulnerable to charges that they are

unrepres~n,tative, or that they do not in fact c.ommand the loye;tlties

they claim. To demonstrate otherwise, while at the same time, masking

real weaknesses, may require consummate skill. "Threat.en to march,

but never march," is the advice of' a prominentcbmmunity organizer

well versed in obscuring the true strength of his following.

The need to demonstrate constantly organizational strength may

induce an. organization to picket and march to exhaus tion, because in

the short run it is a relatively easy way to provide evidence of orga

nizationalactivity. But.when specific actions are necessary, such

as renewal ,of mass rent withholdings in order, to enforce a ·cont.ract

negotiated between building agent and· tenant union, the organization

may be poorly equipped tb deliver the necessary membership commitment.

On the other hand, the capacity to evoke disp,lays of membership com

mitment over time can enhance an organization's strength~ Although

t~e Milwaukee NAACP Youth Council 'cannot-claim significant advances.

in the area of open housing in that city, the regular .marches for open

housing, sustained over a six-;month. period, were impressive testimonials

to membership 4edication and strength.' Significantly, the marches also'

served to increase solidarity.

6. PlJessulJe to join "the movement." Although .most community orga

nizations are formed indep~ndently, there is sometimes pressure to ally

with other politically oriented organizations for commone:p.deavors.

Community organizations may also experience pressure to adopt with their

allies a common ideology. These press':lres are particularly felt by

black organizations influenced by black power and black solidarity slogans.

~--_._---
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Becoming part of .what seems an exciting and ongoing political'

struggle may serve two purposes for the community organization. It·

may provide incentives for membership through the attraction of joining

a·"movement" and the appearance of greater' strength.

However ,it has its costs ~ Those who want to think of themselves

as middle class may see alliances with other poor people's, grqups as

dimishing rather than increasing status~Others may resent the imp0-

sition of the particular style or strategy they feel is implied. Ten-

sions' also ,result when recognized celebrities in the "movement" choose

the city as a target for ,an organizing drive. Although mean,t to sup-

port and assist local efforts, this may undermine them. In 1966 when

the Congress of Racial Equality ,made Baltimore its, target city, its

attack on segregated bars and taverns diverted attention and 1eader-

ship energy from the issues of housing and welfare stressed by local

48
groups. Even when the issues are the same, however,. the result can

be diversionary. This was the case when the Southern Christian Lead-

ership Conference, led by Martin Luther King Jr~, came, to Chicago in

1966 to "end slums.". Although local organizations supported Dr. King

as an individual, they lost momentum in their own immediate attacks on

landlords and efforts to extend membership as both orga!).izers and con",:"

stituentsbecame involved with the more broadly directed King offensive.

When.community organizations do ally themselves with other orga-

nizations, they then find other pressures upon them. The tangible

objectives or the mode of, operation of one organizat,ion may' conflict

with what is defi!).ed by others aq correct. Some community organiza-

tions may consider it important to become involved in elections and
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voter registration while other groups disagree~ A tenants' council.

may be advised by its allies in an urban renewal fight t];lat private

negotiations by local community organizations with the redevelopment

h ' , ,49aut or~ty are ~nappropr~ate. . The problem also arises when a com~

munity organization sees itself as primarily providing services to

its members but is told by allied groups that the aim should be polit- .

, 1 d h ' 1" 1 f . ,. 50~ca power an t e tact~c po ~t1.ca con rontat~on.

7. ReZianGe on technicaZ assistance~Housing~orierttedcommunity

organizations often cannot operate without lawyers to help steer them

through the judi~ial and administrative legal· processes, and planners

and architects to assist them in developing plans with sufficient

quality to convince a skeptical redevelopment authority or federal

agency. But high level assi.stance is difficult orexpensive to ob tain,

and may be made available only for short time periods and without dedi"::

cation and continuity. Organizations which seek to employ technical

and volunteer assiptance risk developing a dependence . on exo~enous

support.

Major incentives exist to move in a direction Which would capi-

talize on the proffered resources and to respond to the advice and

orientations of the outside advisers , perhaps at the expense· of direc-

tions promoted by indigenous personneL Thus the outsiders gain a

measure of influence, however much they may attempt to defer to the

organization. This contradiction has .. never really been resolved by

h 't f d f' I' 51t eor~s s 0 a vocate pro ess~ona ~sm. In fact, some advocate pro-

fessionals,dismayed by what they regard as the conservative ten-

denciesof some community organizations, have recently asserted an
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interest in 'influencing the ideology of community organizations for

52
which they work. .

To reject such assistance is often inappropriate for relatively

powerless groups Whose inability to command technical and professional

help comparable to that available to other organizations places them

at consid.erable disadvantage. Yet .. community organizations have been

known to consider rej ecting such aid to gain a measure of psychological

independence. These tensions are exacerbated when advisers are white

and th~ community organization which they have been assisting is non-

white.

8. The loss of independence. We have discussed some of the ways

the goals and strategies of community .organizations maybe affected by

their need to interact with other organizations and agencies in cul-

tivating incentives for constituents. But perhaps the most severe

symptom of this inherent instability is the vulnerability of community

organizations t~ the reciprocal obligatio~s which accompany the acqui-

sition of necessary resourc~s and incentives.

Community organizations m'ay be granted the responsibility for a

program they have criticized or helped develop. Thus they may gain

status 'in the community, salaries for leaders, members or potential

constituents, and opportunities to contribute to community affairs

through successful program administration~ But in~x~hange they begin

to depend on government (or other) agencies whose programs begin to

frame organizational expectations, in terms of which the impoverished

organization begins to identify its needs •.

Community organizations may be given governance responsibilities

by which they also gaip. status, the power (more or less) to influence
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decisions in a particular area, and the hopes of gaining additional

responsibilities and perquisites. The opportunity to influence pro-

gram hiring decisions often ranks high in leaders' calculations. But

again, orl:?;anizational expectations begin to be determined by the

demands of governing.

Finally, leaders of community organizations may gain individual

responsibility when hired for jobs in other agencies with responsibil-

ities related to concerns of their organization. They may be more

highly rewarded or feel they can do a more effective job on a larger

scale, but they no longer operate with and for their communityorga-

nization directly.

Thepe d~velopments share the following characteristics when they

occur: they offer inducements which significantly contribute to the

enhancement and maintenance of the community organization or the

enrichment of individual leade.rs ,and they· reqUire substantial· teci,P

rocal obligations of individuals or the organization. 53

The realities of independence an1 subordination are of course

apparent to corrununity organizers. In many cases community organiza-

tions have resisted subordination by refusing the perquisites offered.

The merits of accepting reciproc;3.l responsibilities will be judged on

the basis of their costs and benefits. The weaker the organization,

the less ,it will be able to generate resistance to cooperative offers

from stronger organizations. Some community organizat~ons may be

fortunate enough: to acqUire government funds for work which they were

doing anyway, without incurring recip:t:ocal obligations of any weight.

But even in such a situation, the organization's independence may be '
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compromisE!d by ,a rapid growth that is impossible to sustain when gov'"

ernment program expenditures, for reasons possibly extraneous to the

organization, are reduced, and public support is no longer forthcoming. 54

IV., HOUSING AS AN ISSUE IN COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION

In this section we raise some general questions about the role of

issue configurations in community organization and try to assess the

utility of housing for community, organizing efforts, As in previous

sections, we concentrate on two intertwined phenomena: the ,attractions

of community organization to constituE!nts, and the continued dependence

of, community, organi:;;:ation 'on outsidE! agencies. Although the focus is

on housing, the following discussion generally highlights some of the

components that make issues attractive to community or!5anizations.

1. Salience. The immediacy with which people perceive problems,

and the importance and relevance to their lives, are measures of the

sali~nce of issues. The greater the salience of, the issue, the more

will constituents be attracted to organizations which promise to deal

with it. Housing is often a salient issue. People object to living

in cold, dirty, cl;"owded or infested quarters. ~ut, the salience inherent

.. 1 b 'f 55ln an lSSUe may nota ways e manl est. For, the migrant from rural

Mississippi, the existence of. a bathroom in the building may make the

housing more than adequate. For, the welfare recipient whose rent is

paid by, the ,Department, the high proportion ·of income spent on shelter

costs seems irrelevant. For the poor man, discrimination and segregation·

may not limit his choices any~orE! than his'income already does. The
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organizer may have to evoke the salience of housing as an issue by

making people feel dissatis~ied and exploited. about where they liv~

and what they are paying. This can be done through comparisons with

affluent neighborhoods, and examination of the proportion of income

56
spent on rent. The fact that potential allies and technical assis-

tants tend to see housing as salient may make it easier to mobilize

support.

2. Issues contributing to f1community~ fI Issues will also be

attractive to community organization, members ,to the .extent that they

tend to focus the feelings ofa particular group, or reinforce group

identity. The more invidious conditions have impact on a specific

locality, the easier will be the creation of organizations around that

issue. Airport noise pollution tends to creqte an identification of

inter~sts among homeowners under the fl:i.ght paths. Their comtnon irri-

tation and oppression are conducive to organization. Similarly, in

a relatively segregated society, housing issues are conducive to orga-

nization because the boundaries of neighborhoods with inferior housing

conditions tend to be congruent with racially or ethnically homogeneous

neighborhoods which already may possess some solidarity ~

Implied here is the necessity of aggregating const:i.tuents so that

they may become a community where they are not already. Buildings may

form convenient units on whi·ch to focus organizational efforts. But

because tenants in many large cities ofte:p. live in multiple unit struc-

tures and because the buildings of a single landlord may be scattered,

the creation of community in housing organizing is made more difficult

by the need to aggregate a substantial number of the individuals in a
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building, or in the buildings of a single landlord. The development

of a large scale. organization must proceed deliberately, building by

building. A tenants' council with 200 m~mbers might be considered

successful at least in attracting members. Yet if the membership were

scat~ered among 100 buildings, and the average number of units per

building was 10 or 12 (as is the ease among New York City tenements) ,

then both .theexistence of cOIUlllunity and the effectiveness of .the orga

nization might be easily challenged, while the organization would have

difficulty in sanctioning landlords.

3. Expecta:tions. The higher the expectations concerning rights

or services, and the lower the recognition of rights and the level of

services, the more attractive will be the issue to potential constitu

ents. Expectations partially derive from S9cial and cultural norms

concerning the appropriate claims of citizens on government and pri

vate authorities. When an accident occurs, it is understood that

doctors in the hospital emergency room will act: aI].ger: and protest

are acceptable if they do not. Most tenants feel that they have claim.

to adequate maintenance from the .landlord in return for rent. Onthe

other hand,while people may feel they have a minimal right to shelter,

they are often .confused and unclear about who should be ,responsible

for providing it.

Issues will also attract organizers to the extent .that they can·

be translated into forms which will correspond with public expectations

generally. Housing issues often appeal in this regard, since th~images

of chil~ren bitten by rats or families freezing in winter can be manipu

lated to evoke attention and favorable, responses among allies and in

the press.
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Regardless of the actual expectations which constituents. hold,

virtually every cOIlUllunity organization wil,l generate rhetoric designed

to show that th~ goals' it; has set are in fact just and that tactics

are designed to secure no more than what people should be able to expect.

Some cOIlUllunity organizations are, in fact ,dedicated to trying to change. ,

people' sexpectations of public responsibility .and provision of services

even ,at the expense of pursuing iIlUllediate, concrete gains.

4. ResponsihiZity~ Cutting across the question of expectations is

that of identifying the specific patties or agents responsible for con..,.

di tions. If constituents have difficulty determining who is responsible,

the extent to which they can,be mobilized around expectations of better

conditions will be diminished. The following discussion of difficulties

in locating responsible parties should be, read as a cOIlUllentary .on prob

lems in securing tactical gpals as well as in designing tac,tics appeal-

ing to constituents.

The inability to identifyresppnsible parties may stem from the

following circumstances, . among others •.

A. Responsibility rests with plural entities. The more'par-

ties responsible, the greater the difficulties in 'securing rewards,

benefits) .or concessions from them, and the more discQuraging to poteJ;1

tialconstituentsare related tactics. This generalization is illus-

trated in the ,housing area by ,the difficulties, experienced bycommu

nity organizations in developing organizational tactics ,directed

against landlords~ The multiplicity of landlords in low income areas

has forced some organizat~ons to direct tactics toward official city,
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policies, rather than to attempt mobilization against the legally

'bl 57respop.s1. e owners.

devise tactics in which they can id~ntify a consolidated group of

responsible landlords. For example, Chicago tenant unions, to avoid

confrontations with the city, had to identify targets with control over

enough properties to be vulnerab Ie as a common "antagonist. ,,58 Thus

they focused on managi,ngagentswithmajor ghetto holdings and housing

developments belonging to a single owner. The tactics of selecting

an offender as the target of organizational mobiltzation must overcome

"why me?" defense of targets who can identify an army of equally

responsible parties.

B. , Responsibility remains privatized. Connnunity organiza~

tions will attract constit4ents to the extent that responsibility for

a given ,issue generally rests with the target of organizational efforts.

Demonstrations of deviation from norms of responsibility make the pos-

sible target more (but by no means absolutely) vulnerable to organiza-

tional offensives. However, in a number of areas norms concerning the

responsibility of government or private institutions are nonexistent.

Thus on this single dimension one would anticipate greater ease in

mobilizing constituents around issues of public education and police

protection ,than around housing and employmep.t issues~ ,These are, the

implication13 for community organizations of much that has, been written,

, Am' , 1 If 'd 1 59concern1.ng er1.Can SOC1.a, we are 1. eo ogy. If poor people are

treated as if, and come to believe, that they are responsible for their

own housing conditions (state of repair, neighborhood location, quali,ty

of upkeep,- ability to move), community organizations will be correspon-

dingly less able to mobilize them .for concerted acti.on.,
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C. Responsibility is elusive. Sometimes community organiza-

tions are confronted not with the problem of plural targets but .with

the elusiveness of responsibility. Responsibility may be dispe'rsed,1

as in the case of a multiplicity of city agenCies involved in inspec-

ting housing conditions. Or it may be distant and divided, as in the.

case of a housing system where responsibility for credit to rehabili-

tate rests with private and public lending institutions, the quality

and cost of production with manufacturers" aIld immediate maintenance

with the landlord. Community organizations may also experience great

difficulty in fixing responsibility for policy where urban renewal is

funded through federal agencies to local ones for use on specific

projects.

To avoid the problems suggested .above,. community organizations may

direct efforts at identifiable but not ultimately responsible parties.

Clearly this is the framework of Alinsky's prescriptive attack on

60
visible targets. Other community .organizations may design tactics

precisely to affect cons titueI). t anej. pub lie cons ciousnes s . of target

appropriateness an4/or vulnerability, as when an organizer initiates

an attack on a landlord to illustrate his dependence on the banks' and

their ,responsibility. Some communttyorganizers are attracted to housing

reform precisely because it raises fundament.al issues.· To inquire into

housing politics involves question~ about the inability pf the American

political and economic sys.tem to provide for the minimal needs of its

citizens, and about the consequences of making public policy for the

benefit of those who either profit from the current housing industry

or draw comfort from the consolidation of a status quo characterized

b . d . 1 . 61y .economlC an raCla, segregatlon.
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5. Extent of chan,ges required. The attraction of an issue will

be partly a function of the relat:i,ve ease or difficulty of goal attain-·

ment.. Conunuriity. organizations will experience difficulty in attracting

members if the promise of Joinhlg appears unlikely to be fulfilled.

The quick victories strategy is based upon this, line of reasoning,

although we have suggested that interest may diminish if goals prove

inapp rop riate.

Comrtlunity organizations must embrace a tension ,between issues

which maybe easily secured but Plake little difference to constituents,'

and those much more difficult to obtain. but of relatively higher

salience•. .The .installation ofa traffi.c l:i,ght, :while easily obtained,

may prove to be a trivial obj~ctive. ConununitY'organizations in housing

illustrate these ,tensions well. They may succeed in obtaining city

inspections and garbage collectio)J. on a more regular basis, but fund a""

mental housing conditions will not have been affected. The ,cost of

improving housing conditions are high. Rehabilitation, repairs, and

new construction, exceptiri rare cases, ,will only be undertaken if

economies, of scale can ·be. realized. 62 The owner of a tenement irisists

that it is tooexpensive to hire a plumber for a. single apartment;

public agencies ,find it uneconomical to rehabilitate single units.

However, large scale improvements on which economies of scale would be

realized require large investments ~ The sa:me reasons that lead housing

reformers to ~onclude that only,massive federal subsidies can dramati-

1 k 63 . Ica ly improve the housing stoc of the poor lead to the cone usion

that organizing around housing is made difficult by the enormity of

the need. Conununity organizations in housing will not quickly resolve

. . .. ---- _..~------_.._-- .. -- -- -- -- - -----------~
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the dil~nuna of ,the unattainability of their ultimate goal and the rela

tive unproductiveness of their stated goals for lasting benefits to

constituents.

6. AvaiZabiZity of resources. The opportunity to acquire signifi

cant resources with which to attract and retain members, and sustain

programs, may make issues attractive to conununity organizations. Housing

issues often provide these incentives. Struggles ,over control ,of aban

doned properties, or public hou,sing units, 'represent chances to obtain

authority. over structures whose conditions significantly affect con~

stituents' lives. The proliferation of government programs in areaS

of tenant management and low income housing rehabilitation provides

opportunities for community organizations to compete for. control ·over

the resources allocated toward administering these programs. Even if

winning is sometimes a burden, the opportunity to win control of tan~

gible resources may still prove attractive.

7. Risks of involvement. Issues will vary in their attractive

ness to constituents in relation to the risk involved in participation.

Conununity organizations may jeopardize their ability .to attract con

stituents if invplv.ement might result in the loss of presently held

values. On this dimension it may be easier to develop conununityorga

nizations around issues of poverty or the establishment of ,a health

center, where there .is little risk in advocating the. introduction of

new programs, .than it wOtlld be: to organize ,around housing, where the

threat of eviction isa sobering influence•. ·Inevery controversy over

housing, tenants are subject to coercive landlord sanctions. Indeed,

the struggles against harassment, retaliatory eviction, and rent
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increases are critical to the develop~ent of stronger community orga

nizations in housing. It is sometimes claimed that poor people, who

1ive in such degraded conditions have nothing to lose by fighting for

better cOnditions. The evidence does not genera,lly support this con

tention.,

The focus on housing issues in thi,s paper has permitted us to

analyze the potential for community organizations of a relatively'

discrete, if diverse , set of concerns. Many community organizations

have made housing problems the target of organizational attacks "even

though the probabilities of successful action appear low and their

limitations as a focus many. The risks to constitue.nts, the elusive

ness and dispersion of responsibility for deterioration and unhealthy

conditions, and the extraordinary costs involved in significant

improvements constrain comm~nity organization in this area. On the

other hand, the saliency of housing, the inherent possibilities for

political education, and the opportunities for obtaining grants. and

program responsibility suggest that housing as an issue will continue

to attract organizers and constituents.

Our analysis may' also be instructive for contemporary debates on

governmental organization in thiq area. Decentralization of authority

in the form of tenant-controlled public housing projects, neighborhood

planning boards, or tenant management corpor,ations might provide com

munity organizations with opportunities and resources which currently

they find difficult to locate. However, housing is expensive to main

tain or reha~ilita,te, particularly in those deteriorating neighborhoods

where residents are unable to obtain good financing terms. ,Lending
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institutions, construction firms, and related interests are unlikely

to surrender control, over costs and finances and would continue to

exercise considerable influence. 'Decentralization of, authority

over impoverished facilities without finan~ial' resources would mean

decentralizing a:t:J,d further reinforcing the poverty and p.opelessness

of deteriorating neighborhoods. .There is probably an unresolvable

tension between the ,desire of community, org.anizations in housing to

control facilities, and the recognition, that decentralization may

divert public attention from tp.e need for large scale public connnit-

ments.

This study r~f1ects an ongoing concern with the place of: rl?la-

tively powerless groups in American politics, and the strategies

available to such groups to alter their politically impov~rishl?d

status. 'Previous examination of protest politics in American cities

led to the c,onclusionthat protest strategies, f,or a number of reasons,

were inherently unstable. Community organization strategies ,designed

to increase and stabilize group cohesion, ,'9ffer, considerably greater

opportunities for ~he developme~t of political resources. But ,we

conclude, community organizations of relatively ,powerless groups remain

constrained by their need to secure resources arid develop' incen~ives

to attrac,t constituents. For the most part, those may be acquired only

through interactions requiring q)mpromises .of group, independence and

goals. ,Although compromises are perhaps inevitable in any quasi-

bargaining situation, the compromises upon organizations of therela-, ,

tively powerless are,inherent in'becomingorganizations~

This discussion ,concentrated ,on community organizations which were

oriented toward developing bargaining power for relatively specific goals •
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Community organizations oriented toward personal development and ful

fillment of members, or toward the pursuit of an ideology have been

largely omitted. The organizations on which we focus are preci$ely

those which pluralist theory des~ribes as potentially developing to

represent the poor and minority groups. But the emergent picture in

our analysis is one in which groups, while more or less free to com-,

pete. without sanctions, find themselves in a bargaining arena severely

biased against the .relatively powerless. They may be "invited" to

attend the competition, but the cost of entry .is high, and may be paid

only by assuming identities which severely limit their competitive

effectiveness.
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NOTES

*This articl~ is based upon the authors' independent studies' of
housing-oriented community organizations in New York City,Boston,
Chicago, Baltimore, and Philadelphia as well as extensiveexamina
tion of written accounts of community organizations of low income
groups. We have tried to develop a persuasive and useful framework
for analyzing the dynamics of community organization. We recognize
the limitations of the case data on which we have relied in refining
our thoughts, and anticipate modification of assertions and hypothe
ses on the basis of further empirical research.

We appreciate the research and excellent analysis of Chicago
housing organizations conducted by James Barron, the help of Margo
Conk in preparing the text and of Jeffrey Steingarten in commenting
on an earlier draft,and the. financial support of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in the writing of this paper. Mr. Lipsky
would like to express appreciation t() the Institute for Research on
Poverty of the University of Wisconsin for sustained support which,
facilitated much of this research. Miss Levi would like to acknowl
edge indebtedness to members of the South End' Tenants' Council of
Boston.

lFor social work theory see Murray Ross, Community' Organization
(New York, 1955); and Martin Rein and Robert Morris, "Goals, Struc
tures and Strategies for Community. Change,'" in Ralph M. Kramer and
Harry Specht (eds.), Readings in. Community Organization Practice
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1969), pp. 188-202. For community organiza
tion and the poverty program, see Peter Marris and Martin Rein,
Dilemmas of Social Reform (New York, 1969), ch. 7; and Peter Bachrach
and Morton Baratz, Power and Poverty (New York, 1970), ch. 6. For
student interest ,see publications of the Student Nonviolent Coordi-'
nating Committee and by the Economic Research and Action Project of
the Students for a Democratic Society, in Mitchell Cohen and Dennis
Hale (eds.), The New Student Left (Boston, 1967). For militants'
advocacy, see Saul Alinsky, Reveille for RadicalS (Chicago, 1945;
Vintage edition, New York, 1969). For black capitalists, see publi
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of Influence in Local Communities ," in Charles R. Adrian (ed.),
Social Science and Community Action (East Lansing, Mich., 1960), p. 32.
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of the political strategies available to such groups initiated by
Micha,elLipsky;Pt6test 'iIi. 'City Politics ~ReIi.t Strikes ,Hotisin~ and

. the 'P6wet'of the P60r (Chicago, 1970). For further related discussion
of relatively powerless groups, see chs.' 1, 6, and 7.
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